
Step by step tutorial: of Samsung Galaxy J3 (2017) Battery

For this tutorial you will need the following spared parts and tools that you cant get at our online store Impextrom.com
Click on a tool for visit the website.

Battery EB-
BJ330ABE for 

Samsung J3 2017- 
2400 mAh / 3.85 V / 

9.24WH / / Type Li-on
16,94 €

Set of 5 metal picks 
for opening

3,09 €

Heat-opening thermal 
mat, CPB320

69,61 €

BK-7275 (A Version) 
5 in 1 screwdriver

6,41 €

SIM card removal 
tool for all brands

1,61 €

Opening tool 
Smartphone, tablet

2,19 €

Professional opening 
plastic tool, iPlastix

7,56 €

Suction cup for 
disassembling and 

repairing

0,51 €

Step 1 - Fullscreen

First to perform any repair on this phone we must remove the screen. For this we apply heat to the screen to soften the adhesive 
that holds it to the chassis of the phone, once the adhesive is soft enough, we will introduce a tool as thin as possible taking care not 
to damage the display or any flex. When we take off all the edges of the screen we will have to remove a Phillips screw (PH # 00) 
that holds a lid that is on top of the connector of the screen.
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http://www.nadiemellamagallina.com
https://www.impextrom.com
https://impextrom.com/en/bateria-samsung-galaxy-j3-2017-p1000016639
https://impextrom.com/en/conjunto-de-5-puas-metalicas-para-apertura-de-dispositivos-p999986980
https://impextrom.com/en/tapete-termico-de-apertura-mediante-calor-cpb320-p999997440
https://impextrom.com/en/destornillador-precision-bk-7275-5-puntas-intercambiables-p1000001288
https://impextrom.com/en/herramienta-de-extraccion-de-tarjeta-sim-1-unidad-p999997079
https://impextrom.com/en/herramienta-plastica-profesional-de-apertura-para-moviles-p999974010
https://impextrom.com/en/herramienta-plastica-de-apertura-profesional-iplastix-p1000014978
https://impextrom.com/en/ventosa-de-succion-para-desmontar-y-reparar-p999985649
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Step 2 - Trays

We extract the trays from the cards.

Step 3 - Back case

We remove the fifteen Phillips screws (PH # 00), and with the help of a tine we uncouple all edges of the case.
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Step 4 - Battery

We disconnect the flex from the battery, and we take it off the chassis with the help of a tool that is thin enough, and if we take it off 
the back of the battery it will be much easier.
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